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the way to go a thorough introduction to the go - the way to go a thorough introduction to the go programming language
ivo balbaert on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers this book provides the reader with a comprehensive overview
of the new open source programming language go in its first stable and maintained release go 1 from google the language
is devised with java c like syntax so as to feel familiar to the bulk of, go programming language wikipedia - go often
referred to as golang is a programming language designed by google engineers robert griesemer rob pike and ken
thompson go is a statically typed compiled language in the tradition of c with the added benefits of memory safety garbage
collection structural typing and csp style concurrency the compiler tools and source code are all free and open source, an
introduction to programming in go caleb doxsey - an introduction to programming in go caleb doxsey on amazon com
free shipping on qualifying offers this book is a short concise introduction to computer programming using the language go
designed by google
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